Introduction to Hacking Thick Clients: Part 4 –
The Assemblies
Introduction to Hacking Thick Clients is a series of blog posts that will outline many of the tools and
methodologies used when performing thick client security assessments. In conjunction with these posts,
NetSPI has released two vulnerable thick clients: BetaFast, a premier Betamax movie rental service,
and Beta Bank, a premier finance application for the elite. Many examples in this series will be taken
directly from these applications, which can be downloaded from the BetaFast GitHub repo. A brief
overview is covered in a previous blog post.
Installments:
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The GUI
The Network
The Filesystem and Registry
The Assemblies
The API
The Memory

Assembly Controls
Libraries and executables can be compiled with some additional security measures to protect against
code exploitation:
Address Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) – An application’s locations in memory are
randomized at load time, preventing attacks such as return-to-libc that lead to code execution by
overwriting specific addresses.
SafeSEH – A list of safe exception handlers is stored within a binary, preventing an attacker from
forcing the application to execute code during a call to a malicious exception.
Data Execution Prevention (DEP) – Areas of memory can be marked as non-executable, preventing
an attacker from storing code for a buffer overflow attack in these regions.
Authenticode/Strong Naming – Assemblies can be protected by signing. If left unsigned, an
attacker is able to modify and replace them with malicious content.
Controlflowguard – An extension of ASLR and DEP that limits the addresses where code can
execute from.
HighentropyVA – A 64 bit application uses ASLR.
Thankfully, NetSPI’s very own Eric Gruber has released a tool called PESecurity to check if a binary has
been compiled with the above code execution preventions. Many of the thick client applications we test
have installation directories filled to the brim with assemblies, and PESecurity is especially useful for
checking a large number of files.
In the below example, PESecurity is used to check BetaBank.exe. It is compiled with ASLR and DEP.
SafeSEH is only applicable for 32 bit assemblies. But the executable is unsigned.

Decompiling
Decompiling is one of my favorite parts of testing thick clients. As someone who has made far too many
programming mistakes, it’s cathartic to find those of other programmers. By their very nature, .Net
assemblies can be read as source code using tools such as the following:
dnSpy
JustDecompile
.NET Reflector
This is because .Net assemblies are managed code. When a .Net application is compiled, it’s compiled to
Intermediate Language code. Only at runtime is Intermediate Language code finally compiled to
machine code by a runtime environment. .Net assemblies are so easy to “reverse” into source code
because the Intermediate Language contains so much information such as types and names.
Unmanaged code, such as C or C++, is compiled down to a binary. It doesn’t run through a runtime like
C# does with Common Language Runtime – it’s loaded directly into memory.

Information Disclosures
Managed Code
The following example will use the aforementioned BetaBank.exe, found in our BetaFast GitHub. It will
also be using dnSpy as the decompiler of choice.
One of the first things I look for when testing a thick client application is hardcoded sensitive
information such as credentials, encryption keys, and connection strings. Decompiling isn’t even
required to find sensitive information – configuration files are great places to look. When a .Net
assembly is run, it may search a configuration file for global values such as a connection string, web
endpoints, or passwords that are referenced in the executable. Procmon and the steps outlined in the
previous entry are very useful for identifying these files. There’s a connection string stored right in the
Beta Bank’s config file. This can be used to authenticate directly to the database using a tool such as
SQL Server Management Studio.

If you’re wondering about the 10.2.2.55 address, that’s the VM I’m running Docker in.

But for information disclosures in the source code, first decompile any of the application’s binaries.
BetaBank.exe is loaded into dnSpy.

dnSpy has a solid search feature. I type in terms like “key,” “IV,” “connection,” “password,” “encrypt,”
and “decrypt” to look for how the application handles encryption, authentication, and database
connections. The application also has a filter in its search function. Below, I limited the search to only
the Selected Files, but a search can also be limited to specific libraries and object types. Looks like
there’s a hardcoded key in BetaBank.ViewModel.RegisterViewModel and
BetaBank.ViewModel.LoginViewModel.

And searching for “password” shows a hardcoded encrypted password. Apparently the developer(s)
implemented an authorization check on the client side. The username “The_Chairman” is directly
compared to the value in the Username textbox, and the encrypted password is directly compared to
the encrypted value of the value in the Password textbox.

The BetaEncryption class can be decompiled, showing some very custom encryption logic.

Unmanaged Code
As I mentioned at the beginning of this section, it’s not possible to have such a clean look at the source
code when testing unmanaged code. Instead, we once again look to the CTO of Microsoft Azure for help.
Strings is a tool in the Sysinternals suite that will output a list of strings saved in an executable. When
analyzing memory dumps or unmanaged code binaries, I will retrieve the list of all the strings (most of
them will probably look like nonsense), and then search for key terms like the ones above in a text
editor of choice.

Modifying Assemblies
Using dnSpy, a class can actually be modified, and the binary can be recompiled. Below, I’ve reversed
the Encrypt function, and I use a MessageBox to show the decrypted adminPassword when a user
successfully authenticates to the application.

Saving the module as a new executable . . .

Finally, when I authenticate as a user, the MessageBox prints The_Chairman’s password.

A MessageBox is very useful to add to the application when trying to gather information. It’s like when I
use a print statement instead of a debugger.
A Beta Bank developer may decide to patch this vulnerability by removing the hardcoded encryption
key. However, Beta Bank’s custom encryption can still be reverse engineered to gather the key for
decryption. Below, I’ve added a function that performs an XOR on the plaintext password and the
encrypted password, thus exposing the encryption key. In the Decrypt function, I retrieve the key by

passing a known plaintext password (my own) and its encrypted value.

But that was actually too much work. If we don’t need The_Chairman’s password for later, the
username and encrypted password can just be placed directly into the Login function. Boolean logic can
also be modified so that anything verified server-side, such as IsAdmin(), can be modified to always
return true.

Obfuscation
Source code isn’t often this legible. Sometimes, code is obfuscated. And while there’s no security
through obscurity, it sure does make the job of a security consultant a little more difficult.
Below is the BetaEncryption class from earlier after I applied some custom obfuscation by mashing my
keyboard to rename the class, methods, and parameters.
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Threading.Tasks;

public static class jinjnhglkjd
{
public static string dsfggd(byte[] erttr, string dgfhfgi)
{
byte[] plaintextBytes = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(dgfhfgi);
byte[] ciphertextBytes;
int messageLength = plaintextBytes.Length;
while (messageLength % erttr.Length != 0)
{
Array.Resize(ref plaintextBytes, plaintextBytes.Length + 1);
plaintextBytes[plaintextBytes.Length - 1] = 0x00;

messageLength += 1;
}
ciphertextBytes = new byte[messageLength];
int startingIndex = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < (messageLength / erttr.Length); i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < erttr.Length; j++)
{
ciphertextBytes[j + startingIndex] =
Convert.ToByte(plaintextBytes[j + startingIndex] ^ erttr[j]);
}
startingIndex++;
}
return Convert.ToBase64String(ciphertextBytes);
}
}
All of the functionality is still there. Some obfuscation techniques may go even further to make code
illegible. But what this does is makes it more difficult to search through and reverse engineer the
source code. The Assembly Explorer of dnSpy would be full of nonsense class names, and searching for
specific terms such as “Encrypt” would not yield any results.
There are various tools for deobfuscation such as de4dot. Below is an example of what a deobfuscator
may interpret my keyboard mashing obfuscation as. The classes at least have some sense of legibility,
and methods are named some variation of method rather than dsfggd.
using
using
using
using
using

System;
System.Collections.Generic;
System.Linq;
System.Text;
System.Threading.Tasks;

public static class class_1
{
public static string method_1(byte[] byte_1, string string_1)
{
byte[] plaintextBytes = Encoding.ASCII.GetBytes(string_1);
byte[] ciphertextBytes;
int messageLength = plaintextBytes.Length;
while (messageLength % byte_1.Length != 0)
{
Array.Resize(ref plaintextBytes, plaintextBytes.Length + 1);
plaintextBytes[plaintextBytes.Length - 1] = 0x00;
messageLength += 1;

}
ciphertextBytes = new byte[messageLength];
int startingIndex = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < (messageLength / byte_1.Length); i++)
{
for (int j = 0; j < byte_1.Length; j++)
{
ciphertextBytes[j + startingIndex] =
Convert.ToByte(plaintextBytes[j + startingIndex] ^ byte_1[j]);
}
startingIndex++;
}
return Convert.ToBase64String(ciphertextBytes);
}
}
Obfuscation doesn’t secure code. But it makes browsing the source code all around more of a headache
than reading someone else’s large codebase typically is.

